
[initial situation] All round 1 shows are $1.
 
Tickets are only sold for R1

Big Board, sellers help out with introduction
to basic setup?

$1 seems a good place to start, though
maybe it should depend on currency used?
If use quarters, price can only decline by 3
steps.  If nickels, 19 steps.

R# = Round #
T# = Trading round #
 
sequence:
T0, R1, T1, R2, T2 ... T(n-1), R(n)
where n=total number of Rounds

Buy low / Sell high just that same.  Would apply both to same round
trades (buy 3 tickets for R2 and then,
during T1

Change in price from flat $1/show at start to
adjusted price based on attendance should
communicate the idea that prices fluctuate.
Maybe Big Board also communicates
attendance info for most recent R?  To
make correlation clear?
 
After that, I think the buy low/sell high
principle is pretty ingrained and understood
by all

Futures trade standardized futures contracts; that
is, a contract to buy specific quantities of a
commodity or financial instrument at a
specified price with delivery set at a
specified time in the future.

buy tickets (the "contract") at a specified
price (current price?) for a show (the
"commodity") to be performed ("delivered")
in a future round

starting T1 (between R1 and R2) now have
the option to buy tickets for any future
rounds.  Price listings communicating this?
Esp. if use futures pricing not current ticket
price, because presumably the farther in
the future it goes, prices change?

Is the futures price the same as currently
trading price for upcoming round, or a
special futures price based on the
movement of the ticket price for the show?
The latter is how a futures market actually
works, the former is simpler and perhaps
easier to grasp?
 
Is there a formula or rule of thumb used for
determining futures pricing?  How does
formula/pricing change as go further into
future (i.e. less predictable)
 
Does "futures desk" buy as well as sell?
(See note about Shorting below)

In many ways the market in the show is
more a futures market than a stock market
— audience isn't buying shares in shows,
but rather tickets which are perishable
commodities (if you have a ticket that you
neither use nor sell before that round, it
becomes valueless)

Options an option is contract for a future transaction
on an asset at a reference price. The buyer
of the option gains the right, but not the
obligation, to engage in that transaction,
while the seller incurs the corresponding
obligation to fulfill the transaction. The price
of an option derives from the difference
between the reference price and the value
of the underlying asset (commonly a stock,
a bond, a currency or a futures contract)
plus a premium based on the time
remaining until the expiration of the option.

buy the option to buy (or sell?) a ticket in a
specific future round at a specific price.  I
pay a fee for this option (25¢?) and if I
choose not to exercise my option I am only
out this amount (?)
 
Ex. ticket is currently $1, but I think it'll go
up.  I pay 25¢ for the option to buy that
ticket in 3 rounds at $1.50.  If it is then
trading at $2, I can immediately try to sell it,
pocketing the 50¢ difference.

Does this build on the Futures contract in
such a way that it should be introduced a
round or two later (R3 or R4)? Or all at
once?
 
Separate "options desk"?

I think that the premium paid has to
fluctuate to account for predicted
movement.  That's what all those
mathematical models are about (Black-
Scholls etc) right?
 
Is the fee (premium) paid the only upfront
cost to the options buyer?  I think so, but
am confused by the "price of the option"
part "plus a premium" — is it a two-part
price, the "option price" based on the
difference between the current price and
the option-to-buy price, and the "premium"
based on time until expiry?

An option which conveys the right to buy
something at a specific price is called a call;
an option which conveys the right to sell
something at a specific price is called a put.
The reference price at which the underlying
asset may be traded is called the strike
price or exercise price. The process of
activating an option and thereby trading the
underlying at the agreed-upon price is
referred to as exercising it. Most options
have an expiration date. If the option is not
exercised by the expiration date, it
becomes void and worthless.
 
LOTS of mathematical models on options
pricing
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Short the practice of selling assets that have
been borrowed from a third party with the
intention of buying identical assets back at
a later date to return to that third party. The
short seller hopes to profit from a decline in
the price of the assets between the sale
and the repurchase, as the seller will pay
less to buy the assets than it received on
selling them. The short seller will incur a
loss if the price of the assets rises (as it will
have to buy them at a higher price than it
sold them), and there is no theoretical limit
to the loss that can be incurred by a short
seller.

a "broker" will loan future tickets (for a fee).
Short seller then sells those tickets at
current price (independently? at futures
desk? does futures desk buy as well as
sell?), waits until price declines (but before
loan expires) then buys tickets at new,
lower price and returns to broker.  OR, they
lose money because they have to buy them
at a higher price.
 
OR
 
if there's a stated option from T1 on that
you can return bought tickets PRIOR to the
beginning of their round, with a fee (say,
25¢ base + 25¢/round since purchase) — I
think this would create the basis for (and a
safe structure for) short selling (because
there's a formal structure for borrowing the
stock now, at a fee, to pay back later).  It is
subtler, however — people would have to
discover that they could use it for shorting
(or we would have another way of
highlighting it for them)

I think this is hard because the logic is
counterintuitive, but maybe that's me.

How to insure the borrower returns the
borrowed tickets?  ESPECIALLY if they are
on the losing end of things?  Do they have
to leave some collateral? Or is there a way
to enforce the return?  Former seems better
but potentially dissuasive.  Latter seems
unpleasant, threatening.
 
Who is the broker?  I am pretty sure it
needs to be a different entity/desk than the
main place for buying/selling (if there is a
centralized location.)  Is it an individual
whose sole purpose is to go long on the
short selling?  Symbolically this could also
be the mania-inducer, bubble creator, i.e.
the person against whome the short seller
gambles, and the mentality which the short
is a check against in the financial system.
 
Or is it the performers who will go long for
their own show?  But this depends on
exactly what role the performers play in the
financial game...

Cornering the
market

to purchase enough of a particular stock,
commodity, or other asset to allow the price
to be manipulated. This can be done
through several mechanisms. The most
direct strategy is to simply buy up a large
percentage of the available commodity
offered for sale in some market and hoard
it. With the advent of futures trading, a
cornerer may buy a large number of futures
contracts on a commodity and then sell
them at a profit after inflating the price.

probably has to be done in futures trading,
though maybe could be done within a
trading round?  Probably can only be done
by a consortium of players unless a price
had dipped so low as to call into question
why one would corner the market in such a
low value asset...
 
also could be done by performers in a show
that is being shorted (assuming those
players were the brokers for the short so
they had knowledge of it) as this is a way
for the owner of a stock to counter those
trying to short that stock (if they are the only
ones from whom the shorter can buy back
their stock so as to return it to the lender,
those with the corner on the market can
set/negotiate a better price with the
shorter.)

I think we have this idea of "cornering the
market" from jargon and metaphor (and its
use to mean a dominant but not
monopolistic position by a company in a
particular industry) so it might be easier to
communicate in principle.  But the almost
certain need for it to come from a group of
audience members might make this an
impossible mechanism to actualize.

Is this important to have in the show?  Or to
have the possibility of it, even if it is rarely
used?

Interestingly, despite the popularity of the
idea of cornering the market in popular
culture and lingo, there have been very few
successful corners in history.
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